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The new mbl 126: MBL presents its smallest ever Radialstrahler
With its latest product, the Berlin high-end developer MBL presents its smallest ever MBL
Radialstrahler (omni directional) loudspeaker. This latest addition to the MBL loudspeaker family
answers to the name of mbl 126 and is the new entry-level model of the Berlin specialists in highend audio. Specially developed for smaller sized rooms and multi-channel installations,
technologically speaking this little fellow stands nearly as tall as its bigger brothers and sisters. It
features the same cabinet design concept and in the high and midrange frequencies the latest
advanced developments in omni directional units really come into their own, delivering an
exceptionally natural and airy three dimensional sound field – the legendary hallmark of MBL. The
two long-throw deep midrange drivers in push-push technology prevent annoying cabinet
resonance while a proprietary subsonic filter reduces chassis oscillation and further boosts the
bass level. The unparalleled rapidity of the Radialstrahler means that the mbl 126 has truly
unrivalled dynamics which enable it to render any kind of music in absolutely natural sound.
Production of the mbl 126 follows the best MBL tradition in their own factory using only the finest
materials and in compliance with the strictest quality standards. The final product is a
technologically mature loudspeaker with a sophisticated appearance that stands for the highest
summits of listening pleasure in matchlessly superb three dimensional sound quality. The mbl 126
comes in a choice of satin or high quality piano gloss finish in black, white or silver and retails at a
recommended price starting at € 8,800 (including stands). A special Center Speaker version is also
available.
About MBL:
Based in Berlin, ever since it was established in 1979, MBL Akustikgeräte GmbH & Co. KG has been
specialised in the development and production of exclusive high-end audio equipment. With an
intelligent blend of handcraftsmanship and innovative high-tech, its peerless high grade
loudspeakers and sound reproduction equipment are built in the company’s own factory and
shipped throughout the world. A roll-call of honours and distinctions from the international audio
press bears testimony to the acoustic and qualitative mastery of MBL and its products. Prices for
complete systems range from € 18,000 to € 400,000.
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